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Stability and Economic Growth 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
 The College of the Holy“أ1� 789ي، 345� أ1� در%  0/ ا*.-ر%, ا*(#و! ، در%  $#و!  ��ل 

Family”  %39, ا@79!?<,، ودر�345� رA  ا*( B3- آ�و ،�1-DE �FG4H� ,9�E B!I1�J ,!�K*و mass 
communication ،وي�L17M*ا N*ا@و ,KO*ا �1-DE �345 �POي، 0/ ا*(#و!  ا*-را%, آ#>O)1Q�� �POا*-را%, آ � و345

�وي و�RO?H اO)1<#يL170 RO?H� ��*/ أ1H*�40 . ،,A�>L*0/ ا B!IS  OKHS39, ا@79!?<,، وا�340- 9� اتT9  $7U ا*(
�ت D� NOE 73فH>� ،س أ%7عIO0 [.3! #!�E ،س�1 NOE 73فH! #!�E ب�S NG4>� -AاI*ا [KS اI]7� ,A�>L*ا /D3!

9� �3- آ-^، . $-!-^ �� DE-و B.!-a B4H?9 ،B4H?9 وIP`9 B!ISرة، و345��� ،/D3! ي���� 4H?9, اb9  OKHS وا*-ي، �P.%ا
�*`B1cK دي� ^�39 [KHS7!  اde0 ،/�ارIS .  ،7اتML*ت، ا���< ،B�b9 [KH`D ا*ID4ك، b9 ا*`7آHزع ادوات آID�

�>1��رة ا*.M% ،��رة ا79!?M% ،�L170 رة�M% . hخ�D� ،^7� T9 ��ت �IHLDرده$�A ,!IS k>)D�آ-^، و [K`*ا Iاه /D3!
�Dه B1cKS .�  . ر^، D3!/D3! 789 /0/ ا*.�رآ  آl!I وا*`K] ت(

  
8�د �.78 د*HaI/؟: ا*I8تHaQ0/ ا n!رأ B!o  
8�د �. 78�p>PH*/ هI : ا*$7]HaQا qواbooming /D3!  . /D3! �1-DEsHMHH� 7Hآ b!ر�`9 ,>*�t*زارة اI*ا �1-DE ،

!IS ,9-GH9 /D3! 7قd� ��E- ا*`7آ�ت ا@$4D<, أو ت`-هLول ت�tH� ،7ة>vق آ�0o wHMH� ،,tHMH9 اI]7� �POPLH� �P1أ ,
�ح، HM10/ ا ،/*�t*ا  aI*7 0/ ا>vآ  tH0 ,>4D$ت أ�1� 7S /0آ-DE /acH� ن�`E ،7 ا@ول>z رI9@73 ا% �1-DE /acت

�� ، أو I?! T?.9ن 1�زلJ تc.3*ا .^I9IE اI1�3- 9� آ� ،T>D% T.J T>D% b4% اI*�G�  ��J cv9 73 ا*-و}ر% �1-DE .
[v.*�� D3!/D3! I.1 /0/ ا*c.3ت . ا*<7وم �D34د ت�8HaQ<-ل إ1/ ا�ت، 0-ا �4J /0 ,>4D$@ا.  

 
 
English translation: 

 

Man voice: I am Egyptian. Of course, I studied at the Jesuit school,1 the Jesuit school that 
is The College of the Holy Family, until the high school graduation exam, which is how it 
works for us. And after that, of course, I went to the American University in Cairo, and I 
studied Mass Communication, and, of course, all of the studies were in English. The first 
language of studies with the Jesuits was, of course, French. As a result, I speak French 
and English.  
 
After I graduated from the American University in Cairo, I worked in tourism for a bit, I 
mean tourism is a field … when one is young he wants to meet people, he wants to make 
money more easily, he meets new girls [laughing], and naturally, after this, I worked with 
my father, my dad.  My father has a bookstore, an old and quite famous bookstore; its 
name is The Shawarby Bookstore.  So I had to work with him in this job; we distribute 
office materials … we work with banks, with companies, embassies, the embassy of 
France, the embassy of the United States, the embassy of Germany.  I mean, this is how 
work goes. And we bring a few things that we import from abroad; we take things from 
here -- I mean, the market is also good, the trade market, in Egypt, I mean.  
 
Woman voice: What is your opinion of the economy of Egypt now? 

                                                 
1 Christian schools, particularly French-language schools, are very common in Egypt. They have been in 
the country for more than a hundred years, have very strong reputations, and attract the middle-class and 
elite, both Christian and Muslim.  
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Man voice: Really, I believe the economy in Egypt is booming.  I mean, we have a lot of 
projects that are opening; we also have the current ministry, which is very open and is 
opening a lot of branches. It tries to help foreign companies or to attract them in 
developed ways, by making it easy for companies to settle here, which was not the case at 
the beginning. As a result, you find that a lot of foreign companies have opened at this 
time.  
 
Woman voice: There is an opening up….2  
 
Man: Yes, there is an opening up, exactly. You find that the currency rates in our country 
are stable, or it [the rate] can be going down; for example the dollar rate has been stable 
for after or eight years, after they supported it. Same with the euro. I mean, there is 
stability for foreign currency rates, so this shows that our economy is in growth.  
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2 Implied: to international economy. 


